**MAKING CHOICES - WHAT COULD YOU DO?**

**EXAMPLE - SCENARIO 2**

"You are asked to choose how you want to decorate a model you have made. Some other children take all the materials you would have liked to use (perceived injustice – potential conflict – could make a global link to arguments over world resources)"

- **... USE SOMETHING ELSE AND NOT WORRY**
- **... ASK IF YOU CAN GO AND GET SOME MORE**
- **... COMPLAIN TO THE TEACHER**
- **... GO AND DEMAND THAT THE OTHERS SHARE**
- **... USE SOMETHING THAT IS LEFT BUT BE UNHAPPY**
- **... GO AND NEGOTIATE A SWAP WITH THE OTHER CHILDREN**
"YOU ARE ASKED TO CHOOSE HOW YOU WANT TO DECORATE A MODEL YOU HAVE MADE. SOME OTHER CHILDREN TAKE ALL THE MATERIALS YOU WOULD HAVE LIKED TO USE (PERCEIVED INJUSTICE – POTENTIAL CONFLICT – COULD MAKE A GLOBAL LINK TO ARGUMENTS OVER WORLD RESOURCES)"

**Example - Scenario 2**

1. **Next time grab everything and then decide what I need**
   - I won’t do such a good job of finishing my model
   - I will feel fed up – it’s not fair
2. **I would think it was ok**
   - I might do a better job because it made me use something that I had not thought of.
3. **I won’t be friends with those people who took everything**
   - I might not be allowed to go
   - They might agree
   - They might not agree
   - They will be made to share
   - Everyone will be angry and cross with each other
   - No one will do a good job
   - I will feel better the others might feel unhappy
4. **I might be allowed to go and get what I need**
   - They might agree
   - They might not agree
   - They will be made to share
   - Everyone will work alongside each other happily
   - Everyone will be happy
5. **I want to use something that is left but not worry**
   - I would feel really good/pleased
   - I would feel happier and do a better job
6. **I will feel fed up and wouldn’t enjoy finishing my model or do a good job**
   - I would feel fed up and wouldn’t enjoy finishing my model or do a good job
7. **Everyone will work alongside each other happily**
   - I will have tried and not upset anyone
   - Everyone will be happy
8. **I won’t be friends with those people who took everything**
   - No one will do a good job
   - I will feel frustrated
   - The others might feel unhappy
9. **Everyone will be angry and cross with each other**
   - I will feel fed up – it’s not fair
10. **They will be made to share**
    - I will feel frustrated
    - I will not upset anyone
11. **They might agree**
    - They might not agree
12. **They might not agree**
    - They will be made to share
13. **Everyone will work alongside each other happily**
    - Everyone will be happy
14. **Everyone will be happy**
    - They might agree
    - They might not agree
15. **They might not agree**
    - They will be made to share
    - Everyone will work alongside each other happily
16. **Everyone will work alongside each other happily**
    - Everyone will be happy
17. **Everyone will be happy**
    - They might agree
    - They might not agree
18. **They might not agree**
    - They will be made to share
    - Everyone will work alongside each other happily
19. **Everyone will work alongside each other happily**
    - Everyone will be happy
20. **Everyone will be happy**
    - They might agree
    - They might not agree
21. **They might not agree**
    - They will be made to share
    - Everyone will work alongside each other happily
22. **Everyone will work alongside each other happily**
    - Everyone will be happy
23. **Everyone will be happy**
    - They might agree
    - They might not agree
24. **They might not agree**
    - They will be made to share
    - Everyone will work alongside each other happily
25. **Everyone will work alongside each other happily**
    - Everyone will be happy
26. **Everyone will be happy**
    - They might agree
    - They might not agree
27. **They might not agree**
    - They will be made to share
    - Everyone will work alongside each other happily
28. **Everyone will work alongside each other happily**
    - Everyone will be happy